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No playable sources found. Related Videos. 1 of 11. The Crossing (2018-) WATCH NOW Watch the official The
Crossing online at . Get exclusive videos, blogs, photos, cast bios, free episodes.Steve Zahn and the Cast of The
Crossing Tell Us Their Time-Travel Fantasies Click the link below to see what others say about The Crossing: Season
1!Crossing definition is - the act or action of crossing: such as. How to use crossing in a sentence.The Crossing full
episode guide offers a synopsis for every episode in case you missed a show. Browse the list of episode titles to find
summary recap you needCrossing definition, the act of a person or thing that crosses. See more. Crossing a Line Lyrics:
Theyll tell you I dont care anymore / And I hope youll know thats a lie / Cause Ive found what I have been waiting for8
hours ago A young French woman who was visiting her mother in western Canada spent two weeks in a US detention
center after inadvertently crossingAdventure . Photos. The Crossing (2018) Melinda McGraw in The Crossing (2018)
The Crossing (2018) See all 80 photos . Learn moreYour browser does not currently recognize any of the video formats
available. Click here to visit our frequently asked questions about HTML5 video. Share. - 2 min - Uploaded by ABC
Television NetworkYou cant imagine what will become possible. The Crossing is coming soon to ABC ABC is not
moving forward with a second season of drama series The Crossing.A group of mysterious asylum-seekers are washed
up on the shores of a small fishing town. The U.S. Government investigates their migration, but the war2 hours ago A
woman jogging along a beach accidentally crossed the US border from Canada, and ended up detained in Washington
state for two weeks.The Crossing in Columbia, Missouri, is a church that desires to see the redemptive power of the
gospel transform our individual lives, as well as our entireCrossing may refer to: Entertainment[edit]. Crossing (album),
a 1985 album by world music/jazz group Oregon Crossing (2007 film), a Canadian independentThe Crossing is a
professional chamber choir conducted by Donald Nally and dedicated to new music.
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